Château de Campuget
Since 1942, our sole aim has been to produce Rhône Valley Grands Vins,
respecting the heritage of our soil and our identity. The round Rhône stones,
the Southern sun, the Mistral winds and the Syrah and Grenache grapes
are the basic elements which form the identity of Campuget.

2016 Campuget “1753” Rosé
90% Syrah 10% Vermentino

The Vineyard is situated 15 km South of Nîmes near the village
of Manduel, right in the heart of the ‘Appellation d’Origine
Protégée’ Costières de Nîmes. It’s principal characteristic is it’s
soil formed of ‘gress’, an accumulation of rounded pebbles that
have been rolled by many overflows of the Rhône river thousands
of years ago…
These pebbles permits the vines to grow in the best possible conditions and thanks to this natural soil
filter, the vine’s roots can easily draw the necessary water for their growth.
The vines also benefit from the Mediterranean sunshine, which bring the grapes to perfect maturity
and allows them to be picked at maximum phenolic maturity in early September.
Winemaking:

This wine is made the
 traditional way. Made from pressed and the aignées method to preserve
freshness and aromatic purity.
Vinolok Closure:

Ageing: Wines bottled with the glass closure age more slowly than wines bottled with natural cork.
Taste: Vinolok can ensure the stable development in wines, with no risk of TCA.
Design: The glass closure transforms every bottle into an exceptional packaging.
Reliability: The one and only completely leakproof seal for storage and transportation of beverages.
Vintage: 		2016			Country: 		
Region: 			Rhône			Alcohol: 		

France
13%

Pairings:

Served at 52°F, it is perfect for summertime meals around the pool, with fresh salads or ribs at a
barbecue on the beach. It is particularly recommended with grilled red peppers pickled with the olive
oil from Campuget.
Tasting:

A very sexy pale rosé. The nose is full of grapefruit and exotic fruits. A delicate freshness offers a
vibrant and delicate mouth with hints of red fruits.
2016 Vintage Report:

An Ideal Harvest in the Southern Rhône, So far, 2016
looks like a classic vintage, with most growers favoring
it over 2015. Some coulure on Grenache, along with
drought conditions that produced smaller berries with
less juice meant lower yields, but other than that there
was little to be concerned over. - Wine Spectator

